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Abstract River deltas grow in large part through repeated cycles of lobe construction and channel
avulsion. Understanding avulsion cycles is important for coastal restoration and ecology, land
management, and flood hazard mitigation. Emerging theories suggest that river avulsions on lowland deltas
are controlled by backwater hydrodynamics; however, our knowledge of backwater-controlled avulsion
cycles is limited. Here we present results from an experimental delta that evolved under persistent backwater
hydrodynamics achieved through variable flood discharges, shallow bed slopes, and subcritical flows. The
experimental avulsion cycles consisted of an initial phase of avulsion setup, an avulsion trigger, selection of a
new flow path, and abandonment of the parent channel. Avulsions were triggered during the largest floods
(78% of avulsions) after the channel was filled by a fraction (0.3 ± 0.13) of its characteristic flow depth at the
avulsion site, which occurred in the upstream part of the backwater zone. The new flow path following
avulsion was consistently one of the shortest paths to the shoreline, and channel abandonment occurred
through temporal decline in water flow and sediment delivery to the parent channel. Experimental synthetic
stratigraphy indicates that bed thicknesses were maximum at the avulsion sites, consistent with our
morphologic measurements of avulsion setup and the idea that there is a record of avulsion locations and
thresholds in sedimentary rocks. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings within the context of
sustainable management of deltas, their stratigraphic record, and predicting avulsions on deltas.

1. Introduction

River deltas are of immense socioeconomic importance because they host over half billion people worldwide
[Syvitski et al., 2009; Vörösmarty et al., 2009] and are currently under threat of drowning and destruction due
to relative sea level rise, anthropogenic interference, and oceanic storms [Meybeck and Vörösmarty, 2005;
Syvitski and Saito, 2007; Blum and Roberts, 2009; Syvitski et al., 2009; Vörösmarty et al., 2009; Tessler et al.,
2015]. Many river deltas derive their fan-shaped planform morphology through river avulsions, which are
characterized by abrupt “channel jumping” as opposed to gradual channel migration [Allen, 1965;
Slingerland and Smith, 2004]. River avulsions set the fundamental length scale of deltas and are the primary
means by which sediment and water are distributed across the deltaic plain [e.g., Jerolmack, 2009]. Moreover,
river avulsions present a serious hazard to communities living on deltas worldwide, and understanding their
mechanics is vital for sustainable management of deltas, and forecasting deltaic evolution in the face of sea
level rise, river engineering, and land use changes upstream of river deltas. From a stratigraphic viewpoint,
river avulsions control the distribution of sediment and the stacking patterns of channel bodies in the subsur-
face [e.g., Allen, 1979; Bridge and Mackey, 1993;Mackey and Bridge, 1995;Mohrig et al., 2000; Hajek et al., 2012],
and thus are of significant importance for unraveling the mechanics of ancient deltaic systems [e.g., Paola,
2000; Kleinhans, 2005; Bianchi and Allison, 2009; DiBiase et al., 2013], and for characterization of aquifers
and hydrocarbon reservoirs [Bohacs and Suter, 1997; Ainsworth et al., 1999].

River avulsions occur repeatedly on deltas, and the depositional sequence that leads to an avulsion and the
subsequent abandonment of a channel is often referred to as an “avulsion cycle” [e.g., Hoyal and Sheets, 2009;
Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012]. Figure 1 shows a schematic summary of previous ideas on the avulsion cycle,
which can be characterized by four main stages: setup, trigger, path selection, and abandonment. Mouth
bar deposition is thought to force an upstream wave of in-channel deposition (Figure 1a) [Edmonds et al.,
2009; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012], render the channel unstable and poised for an
avulsion; the antecedent processes leading up to this inherently unstable configuration are often referred
to as the avulsion “setup” [e.g., Jones and Schumm, 1999; Mohrig et al., 2000; Slingerland and Smith, 2004].
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Although river avulsion is a stochastic process [e.g.,Mohrig et al., 2000; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Jerolmack
and Paola, 2007], the critical amount of aggradation, h*, required to initiate an avulsion is on average thought
to be proportional to the channel depth

h� ¼ hfill
�
hc

(1)

where hc is the bankfull channel depth at the avulsion site and hfill = νATma is the amount of vertical
aggradation, occurring at rate νA, that accumulates within a measured avulsion timescale, Tma(Figure 2)
[Bryant et al., 1995; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Jerolmack, 2009; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012]. Some have
argued that the appropriate length scale in equation (1) is the superelevation height of the levees above
the surrounding floodplain [Mackey and Bridge, 1995; Heller and Paola, 1996; Mohrig et al., 2000; Hajek and
Wolinsky, 2012]. The relation given by equation (1) has also been inferred from ancient preserved channel
and levee deposits that record the postavulsion configurations of the parent channel [e.g., Mohrig et al.,
2000; Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012].

Following the setup phase, channel bed aggradation results in an increased likelihood of overbank flows, and
the avulsion “trigger” is thought to be a short timescale event, which causes the water flow to leave the chan-
nel (e.g., overbank flooding), which may occur via a levee breach (Figure 1b) [Mohrig et al., 2000; Slingerland
and Smith, 2004; Edmonds et al., 2009; Hajek et al., 2012], and result in a river avulsion. As overbank flow
occurs, several incipient channels may develop on the floodplain—referred to as the “finding phase”
(Figure 1b) [Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Martin et al., 2009; Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012]—before the selection of
the new (daughter) channel path (Figure 1c). Previous numerical [Jerolmack and Paola, 2007], experimental
[Reitz et al., 2010], field [e.g., Jain and Sinha, 2003], and stratigraphic observations [e.g., Aslan et al., 2005]
suggest that channels often reoccupy their former paths from previous avulsion cycles. The last phase of
an avulsion cycle is the abandonment of the parent channel where all the incoming water discharge is
eventually captured by the daughter channel (Figure 1d). Abandoned channels may be filled through over-
bank deposition [e.g., Mohrig et al., 2000] and through tie channel deposition [e.g., Rowland et al., 2005].

Figure 1. Schematic summary of the processes that describe an avulsion cycle. (a) Channelization of the flow leads to
the formation of the parent channel, which results in deposition at the river mouth, mouth bar formation, and delta
progradation. In time, the river mouth bar stagnates and results in an upstream migrating wave of deposition and
in-channel backfilling. (b) Channel bed aggradation leads to increased likelihood of overbank flooding upstream, which
results in an (c) avulsion and relocation of the channel into a new flow path. (d) Flow path selection of the daughter channel
is accompanied by partial or complete abandonment of the parent channel. Gray and blue colors indicate land and water,
respectively.
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Avulsions may be accompanied by partial abandonment of the parent channel such that multiple channels
persist over time [e.g., Slingerland and Smith, 2004].

Most descriptions of the avulsion cycle do not explicitly incorporate backwater hydrodynamics; however,
there are reasons to expect that the avulsion cycle is strongly influenced by backwater. The backwater
zone is a region of nonuniform flow, forced by a stable sea level at the river mouth, that produces
spatial deceleration and deposition during low flows, and spatial acceleration and erosion during high
flows [e.g., Chow, 1959; Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012;
Chatanantavet and Lamb, 2014]. While often not the case for laboratory-scale deltas, most natural river
deltas of large lowland rivers have sufficiently low bed slopes and subcritical Froude numbers (Fr< 1)
such that backwater effects dominate the hydrodynamics and sediment transport in near the coast
[e.g., Bresse, 1860; Chow, 1959; Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012]. The scale parameter that deter-
mines the length scale over which these nonuniform flows prevail is known as the backwater length,
Lb, which can be approximated as the ratio of the characteristic flow depth and the channel bed slope
[e.g., Paola, 2000], although channel geometry, Froude number, and flood stage height also affect the
length of the backwater zone [Lamb et al., 2012].

Although deltaic evolution is influenced by a wide variety of natural processes such as waves, tides, vegeta-
tion, sediment cohesion, and buoyancy gradients, field observations suggest that the avulsion length and
consequently the lobe size of many deltas, LA, tend to scale to first order with the backwater length with
the ratio of the avulsion length to backwater length ranging from about 0.5 to 1 [Jerolmack and Swenson,
2007; Jerolmack, 2009; Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti et al., 2014, 2016], implying that backwater
hydrodynamics strongly affects the setup or trigger or both for lobe-scale avulsions. This idea is supported
by numerical modeling of Chatanantavet et al. [2012] and recent experiments [Ganti et al., 2016] which
showed that the variable floods in a backwater-controlled coastal river can produce a locus of in-channel
deposition, and therefore a location of enhanced setup, that scales with the backwater length. Further,
through analysis of a number of natural deltas, Ganti et al. [2014] showed that threshold depth of channel
sedimentation needed to induce an avulsion (h*) may be reduced in backwater-dominated rivers with high
flood variability. To our knowledge the path selection and abandonment processes have not been investi-
gated in the context of backwater hydrodynamics, but an effect might be expected since backwater strongly
influences water and sediment transport patterns in coastal rivers [Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012].

Because river avulsions on deltas occur over relatively long timescales of tens to thousands of years [e.g.,
Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007], laboratory experiments have been an important tool to observe and analyze
the avulsion cycle [Edmonds et al., 2009; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Martin et al., 2009; van Dijk et al., 2009;
Reitz and Jerolmack, 2012; Hamilton et al., 2013]. Experiments are by definition simplified representations
of the essential processes that govern the depositional dynamics at larger, field scales, and these experimen-
tal techniques rely on similarity arguments put forth by Hooke [1968] and Paola et al. [2009]. Although emer-
ging theories suggest that persistent backwater hydrodynamics may play a key role in avulsion dynamics on
deltas [Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Chatanantavet and Lamb, 2014; Ganti et al., 2016], these dynamics are often
difficult to achieve at reduced scale owing to the low channel slopes necessary to make subcritical Froude

Figure 2. Definition sketch of a channel cross section at the avulsion site highlighting the top width of the channel (w), characteristic flow depth (hc), and the levee
elevation measured above the sea level (ηlevee). The avulsion setup arises from in-channel sedimentation by a critical amount of the characteristic flow depth (h*hc),
which scales with the net aggradation rate and the avulsion timescale (υATma; equation (1)).
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numbers, large facilities necessary to encompass the full backwater zone [e.g., Hotchkiss and Parker, 1991],
and variable flood discharges necessary to make a persistent backwater zone [Chatanantavet et al., 2012;
Chatanantavet and Lamb, 2014; Ganti et al., 2016]. Although Chatanantavet and Lamb [2014] produced per-
sistent backwater effects in an experimental coastal river, their experimental channel depths were on the
order of ~10 cm and the dimensions of the ocean basin were small such that they did not produce a delta
composed of multiple lobes built through repeated avulsions.

Recently, Ganti et al. [2016] reported on physical experiments that capture delta growth in the presence of
persistent backwater hydrodynamics, and they showed that their experimental delta grew through deposi-
tion of multiple lobes in which the lobe size at abandonment (LA) scaled with the backwater length (Lb).
Here we report on new results from the same experiment as Ganti et al. [2016] focusing on the avulsion cycle,
which they did not address. In particular, we document the avulsion setup, trigger, path selection, and aban-
donment phases. Further, we present results pertaining to how the depositional processes of an avulsion
cycle are recorded in the experimental stratigraphy. We begin with a review of the experiments and the
experimental methods, followed by results and discussion.

2. Experimental Arrangement and Methods
2.1. Experimental Arrangement

The experiments presented here were first reported by Ganti et al. [2016], and here we summarize the essen-
tial details of their experimental arrangement and data collected. Ganti et al. [2016] presented a comparative
study of avulsion locations on two experimental deltas, where in one experimental delta growth was con-
trolled by persistent backwater hydrodynamics under variable flood discharges, while the other experimental
delta grew under constant flow and sediment input conditions, and consequently backwater hydrodynamics
were muted. Consistent with numerical modeling by Chatanantavet et al. [2012], Ganti et al. [2016] found that
floods of differing discharge are needed to produce persistent backwater hydrodynamics; under constant dis-
charge conditions sedimentation fills in overdeepened parts of the channel resulting in near normal-flow con-
ditions everywhere. The experimental delta from Ganti et al. [2016] that had persistent backwater
hydrodynamics grew through deposition of multiple lobes that maintained a constant size, which scaled with
the backwater length [Ganti et al., 2016], similar to scaling relations for natural lowland deltas [Jerolmack and
Swenson, 2007; Ganti et al., 2014]. Further, they found that the avulsion locations translated seaward in step
with shoreline progradation, consistent with the hypothesis presented in Ganti et al. [2014]. This was in con-
trast to the experimental delta without persistent backwater hydrodynamics, where avulsion nodes were
fixed at the tank boundary and the delta grew in time to fill the basin, analogous to alluvial fans and fan-deltas.

In this manuscript, we extract new data on the avulsion cycle from the experimental delta of Ganti et al. [2016]
that used variable discharge flood events and persistent backwater hydrodynamics. We do not address the
constant discharge delta. The experiments were conducted in the river-ocean facility at the Caltech Earth
Surface Dynamics Laboratory, where a 7 cm wide, 7m long alluvial river drained into a 5m by 3m “ocean”
basin with 10 cm deep standing water (Figure 3). Sediment and water were fed at the upstream end of the
alluvial river, and sea level was held constant during the experiments using a programmable stand pipe at
the downstream end of the ocean basin. To achieve persistent backwater hydrodynamics that result from
variable flood discharges, we oscillated between a 40min low flow and 15min high flow for 160 cycles
(Table 1). The duration of each flow was scaled such that the deposition caused by the low flow was not
balanced by the erosion caused by the high flow following the modeling of Chatanantavet et al. [2012],
resulting in persistent backwater hydrodynamics that forced the experimental alluvial river to be in a state
of perpetual morphodynamic disequilibrium within the backwater zone (see Materials and Methods in
Ganti et al. [2016]).

The experiment was conducted under subcritical flow conditions (Table 1), which was achieved by using
crushed walnut shells of uniform grain diameter (D= 0.7mm; ρs=1300 kg/m3) as the sediment. During our
experiments, sediment transport primarily occurred as bed load with some suspension during the high flow
conditions. The choice of the experimental water and sediment discharges was guided by a quasi-2D,
coupled hydrodynamic and morphodynamic model [Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Lamb et al., 2012;
Chatanantavet and Lamb, 2014] such that both discharge events created an equivalent bed slope with
measurable differences between flow depths under normal-flow conditions in which sediment transport
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was at capacity, the river was in morphodynamic disequilibrium within the backwater zone, and computed
backwater length was within the confines of the flume (Table 1; see Materials and Methods of Ganti et al.
[2016] for additional details). Thus, erosion and deposition occurred in the experiment due to backwater
effects alone and not because of imbalances in the input water and sediment fluxes. The river section of
the flume was long enough (7m) such that normal-flow conditions and a constant bed slope for both flood
events could be validated upstream of the backwater zone (Table 1).

2.2. Experimental Data Collection

An ultrasound distance meter (Massa) and a laser triangulation sensor (Keyence) measured the water surface
elevation during the experiment at 1mm vertical resolution and the bed topography at 0.1mm resolution

Table 1. Measured and Estimated Parameters Within the Normal Flow Reach of the Experimental River [Ganti et al., 2016]

Quantity Low Flow High Flow

Water discharge, Qw (l/min) 8.3 12.0
Sediment feed, Qs (g/min) 36 60
Run time 40mina 15mina

Normal-flow depthb, hn (mm) 9.5 13.0
Normal Froude numberb, Fr (�) 0.67 0.63
Measured channel bed slopeb, S (�) 3.3 × 10�3 3.3 × 10�3

Shields numberc, τ* (�) 0.15 0.20
Particle Reynolds numberd, Rep (�) 39.71
Critical Shields stresse, τ*c (�) 0.036
Rouse numberf (�) 4.5 3.8
Number of avulsions 9 32

aThe low-flow and high-flow events were repeated for 160 times resulting in a total experimental runtime of ~150 h.
bNormal-flow depth, Froude number, and channel bed slope were estimated within the first 3m of the experimental

river and averaged over the experimental runtime (seeMaterials andMethods in Ganti et al. [2016] for additional details).
cShields number was computed using τ* = τb/(ρs� ρ)gD, where τb = ρghnS. Applying a sidewall correction using the

empirical equation of Williams [1970] did not change this value by more than 1%.
dParticle Reynolds number was computed using the following relation: Rep ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρs � ρð Þ=ρð ÞgD3

q
=υ , where

υ = 0.8 × 10� 6m2/s is the dynamic viscosity of water at 30°C.
eCritical Shields stress was computed using the calculated Rep and the approximation of Miller et al. [1977].
fRouse number was computed as the ratio of settling velocity of sediment (32mm/s) to the product of the von Karman

constant and the bed shear velocity [Ganti et al., 2016].

Figure 3. Annotated perspective image of the river-ocean facility in the Earth Surface Dynamics Laboratory at the California Institute of Technology, which highlights
the alluvial river section, delta top, instrument cart, and the ocean basin. Also shown are the plan view and side view of the experimental facility. Note that while
the ocean basin was 6m long, we laid a false floor for the first 5m of this section such that the water depth above the false floor was 10 cm. Figure reproduced from
Ganti et al. [2016].
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when the flowwas switched off, respectively. Both instruments collected data while mounted on amotorized
3-D positioning instrument cart with submillimeter horizontal accuracy. We collected water surface elevation
at the beginning and end of each flow event (i.e., low and high flows). Water flow was switched off at the end
of each flow event, and bed surface elevation data were collected for the whole delta at a horizontal resolu-
tion of 3mm by 3mm. The ocean basin was not drained at the end of each flow event, and the bed elevation
measurements of the submerged part of the delta were empirically corrected for the refraction index of
Keyence beam through still water. The combined error in vertical measurements from the instrument error
and the empirical correction for the refraction index was ±0.1mm. The raw data were denoised using a
moving median filter of kernel-size 1.5 cm (see Materials and Methods in Ganti et al. [2016] for details of data
filtering).

Six mounted cameras bordered the experimental facility (Figure 3), each simultaneously capturing overhead
images of the deltaic evolution at a temporal resolution of 1min for the whole duration of the experiments
(supporting information Movie S1). These cameras were also used to capture videos (at a rate of 59 fps) of the
transport of fluorescent dye pulses, which were introduced just upstream of the tank boundary (supporting
information Movie S2). These dye videos were used for estimating the water surface velocity of both low and
high flows through the backwater reach. The pixel coordinates of both the overhead images and videos were
converted to instrument cart coordinates using multiple orthogonal tape measures on the ocean basin floor
together with overhead images captured when the basin was dry (see Materials and Methods in Ganti et al.
[2016] for details).

2.3. Data Analysis

Wecomputed the in-channel deposition anderosionusing the topographic scans takenat the endof eachflow
event. In the confined portion of the experimental alluvial river (Figure 3), we directly computed the difference
between thebed topography at the end of a givenflowevent and thebed topography from the endof the pre-
ceding flow event to quantify the amount of deposition/erosion that occurred during the event. On the delta
topset,we computed the channel bed elevationby extracting the cross-sectional topographyperpendicular to
the channel thalweg from the topographic scans taken at the end of each flow event. We used the overhead
imagery of deltaic evolution and the dye videos during the flow events as a guide to identify the channel thal-
weg from the topographic scans. Once we extracted the cross-sectional topography along the channel thal-
weg, we measured the channel width (w) by computing the distance between the locations of the levees on
either side of the channel thalweg (Figure 2). To account for the variability in channel widths and channel ele-
vations, we computed the cross-section-averaged bed elevation (ηbed) as

ηbed ¼ ηlevee �
Acs
w

(2)

where ηlevee is the mean of the levee elevation on either side of the channel thalweg (Figure 2), and Acs is the
computed cross-sectional area of the channel.

We used the overhead dye videos (frame rate of 59 fps) to compute the water surface velocity on the deltaic
plain during both low- and high-flow events (supporting information Movie S2). The color contrast between
the dye (fluorescent) and the deltaic surface (brown) was used to automatically identify the location of the
dye in each frame of the video, which was converted into a binary matrix of “dye” and “no dye.”Wemanually
tracked the location of the dye front in each frame of the video and estimated the distance traveled by the
dye along the channel thalweg in successive frames. This computed distance was converted into instanta-
neous surface velocity using central differencing. Finally, the instantaneous surface velocity data were
smoothed using a moving window average filter of kernel-size 25 cm, which was approximately the channel
width on the delta top during the later phase of delta growth. The computed water surface velocity is higher
than the depth-averaged flow velocity as expected.

We identified both the avulsion locations and the shorelines on the concatenated images of deltaic evolution
whose pixel coordinates were transformed into the coordinates of the instrument cart following calibration
using the tape measures. We defined an avulsion as the development of a new channel whereby the
daughter channel captured flow through consecutive flow events and the parent channel was partially or
completely abandoned. The avulsion site was chosen to be the location where a levee breach was initiated,
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and we did not observe significant migration of the avulsion site during the process of creation of the
daughter channel [Ganti et al., 2016]. While this manual identification procedure involved some inherent
subjectivity, our results on avulsion length had an error that is significantly less than the backwater length
and less than the channel width at the avulsion site [Ganti et al., 2016]. Our definition of avulsion in the experi-
ment precludes the characterization of crevasse splays as avulsion events. During high-flow events, crevasse
splays resulted in overbank flooding and channelization on the floodplain; however, splays were not active
during low-flow events.

We constructed the synthetic stratigraphy from the topographic scans collected at the end of each flow
event. We identified erosional boundaries at each location of the delta as the lowest elevation in time
such that no future elevation at that point was lower than this given value (see Ganti et al. [2011]
and Ganti et al. [2013] for example applications of this method). The bulk porosity remained constant
through the experiment within an error of ±10% indicating that compaction between scans and through
the experiment was negligible. Although we did not physically take stratigraphic cuts at the end of our
experiment due to the lack of grain size variation, previous workers have reported good agreement
between physical stratigraphy and the synthetic stratigraphy constructed from elevation time series in
an experimental, avulsion-dominated fan system [Straub et al., 2012].

3. Results
3.1. Observations of Transient Backwater Hydrodynamics and a Proto-Delta

We first document the backwater and drawdown hydrodynamics observed in the experiment along with
their effect on morphodynamics of the experimental alluvial river. Experimental data of water surface

Figure 4. (a) Plot showing the bed and water surface profiles for consecutive low- and high-flow events early in the experiment (t = 4.75–5.7 h), which show the con-
cave up and convex up nature of the water surface profiles during low- and high-flow events, respectively. (b) Cross-section-averaged flow velocity for both the flow
events shows the flow deceleration and flow acceleration during low- and high-flow events, respectively. (c) The flow deceleration during low flowwas accompanied
by sediment deposition within the backwater reach, and the flow acceleration during high flowwas accompanied by erosion. (d) Bed and water surface elevation, (e)
depth-averaged flow velocity, and (f) computed deposition and erosion rates for the Mississippi River within its backwater zone (Lb = 500 km) are shown for com-
parison [Lamb et al., 2012]. The three water discharges (Q) represent typical base flow (blue), 2 year (green), and 30 year (red) return-period flood events for the Lower
Mississippi River, and the markers are field observations and the solid and dashed lines are model predictions of Lamb et al. [2012]. The backwater length was
computed as the ratio of the low-flow normal-flow depth and the normal-flow bed slope for the experiment (Lb = 2.87m).
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elevation demonstrate that during low flow the water surface elevation was concave up with a small water
surface slope (M1 curve [sensu Chow, 1959]; blue solid line in Figure 4a), and during high-flow event the
water surface profile was convex up with steep water surface slope (M2 curve [sensu Chow, 1959]; red
line in Figure 4a). The bed and water surface profiles within the backwater zone were not parallel to
each other, and channel widths were relatively uniform, indicating that nonuniform flows prevailed
within the backwater zone of the experimental alluvial river. We computed the cross-sectionally aver-
aged flow velocity using the measurements of water stage height, bed elevation, and the water dis-
charge (Figure 4b). Results show that low-flow events were characterized by spatially decelerating
flows, which resulted in sediment deposition in the backwater zone of the experimental alluvial river
(blue lines in Figures 4b and 4c). In contrast, the high-flow event was characterized by spatially acceler-
ating flow and sediment erosion in the lowest portions of the experimental alluvial river (red lines in
Figures 4b and 4c). The experimental data of water surface profiles, flow velocities, and the patterns
of erosion and deposition within the backwater zone are consistent with numerical models and field

Figure 5. (a–f) Plate of pictures showing delta growth during the experiment. The scale for the pictures is shown in the
lower right corner of Figure 5a, and the white dashed lines indicate the shorelines. The two silver horizontal bars are
instrument rails that sit above the experiment.
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observations of these quantities
within the backwater zone of the
Mississippi River (as shown in
Figures 4d–4f [Lamb et al., 2012]).
These results indicate that the pat-
terns of deposition and erosion
resulting from flood variability
within the backwater zone were
similar across experimental and
field deltas despite 5 orders ofmag-
nitude difference in the length
scales (Figure 4). Figure 4 also high-
lights the transient nature of bed
adjustment to variable flood dis-
charges within the backwater zone,
which resulted in persistent back-
water hydrodynamics because
neither flow was run for long
enough to attain their respective
equilibrium, normal-flow condi-
tions. This is consistent with the
experiments of Chatanantavet and
Lamb [2014] but demonstrated
here on a delta.

The experimental delta grew
through regular avulsion cycles
after an initial phase of sheet flow.
Figure 5 shows a photographic
overview of deltaic evolution in
our experiment (see also support-
ing information Movie S1). Once
the experiment started, the experi-
mental alluvial river deposited
sediment at the river mouth, and
the depositional lobe grew in time
through sheet flow on the lobe
surface (Figure 5a and supporting
information Movie S1). This
resulted in a radially symmetric
lobe with deeper flows down the
centerline of the flume and shallow
flows on portions of the lobe away

from the flume centerline. The flow was channelized after approximately 5.7 h, which resulted in elongation
of the lobe at the location of the river mouth. Self-channelization occurred through repeated and alternating
thalweg erosion during high flow and deposition along the channel thalweg and flanks during low flow
(Figure 6), similar to Chatanantavet and Lamb [2014]. The channelization of the flow was accompanied
by transient mouth bar deposition and channel bifurcation at the tips of the main channel (supporting
information Movie S1). At this point in our experiments, our results are qualitatively similar to those of
Chatanantavet and Lamb [2014] in that we observed transient morphodynamic adjustment of the channel
bed in response to flood events, a persistent backwater zone, and a single delta lobe offshore, cut by a
self-made and leveed channel. Chatanantavet and Lamb [2014] did not run their experiments long
enough (nor was facility large enough) to observe the avulsion-cycle dynamics and the construction
and abandonment of multiple deltaic lobes. This is our focus in the rest of the paper.

Figure 6. (a) Plot showing the temporal evolution of the cross-sectional
topography of the delta lobe 10 cm downstream of the imposed change
in confinement in the experimental facility. During the first 6 h of the
experiment, the delta lobe grew radially with self-channelization occurring at
approximately 5.7 h. (b) Temporal evolution of the channel thalweg, which
was defined as the center of the flume, and the levee elevation that was
computed as the maximum elevation along the flanks of the channel
thalweg. The red and blue markers indicate bed and levee elevation at
the end of high- and low-flow events, respectively. Self-channelization
occurred in our experiment through repeated and alternating thalweg
erosion during high flow, and deposition along the thalweg and at locations
away from the longitudinal axis of the lobe.
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3.2. Growth of the Experimental Delta Through Repeated Avulsions

The experimental delta grew through repeated avulsion cycles after approximately 13.9 h. During ~150 h of
experimental runtime, we observed 41 river avulsions (Table 1). Figure 7a shows the avulsion locations over-
lain on a photograph of the experimental delta along with the evolution of the shorelines through time.
Avulsions occurred in the vicinity of the location where the river exited the narrow section in our experimen-
tal facility for the first 66 h of the experiment. We quantified the growth of the experimental delta by measur-
ing the radial distance of the shoreline from the fixed location of the change in confinement (R) in the
experimental facility. The temporal growth of the radially averaged distance of the shoreline from the change
in confinement was well characterized by the functional form: R ~ t0.5, where t is the experimental runtime
(Figure 7b)—an expected consequence from considerations of mass conservation for low-gradient deltas
[Swenson et al., 2000; Powell et al., 2012]. Further, the lateral migration of the channels was not pronounced
on the delta top and was limited to 2–3 times the typical channel width between avulsions, which led to the
development of distinct lobes with each avulsion (Figure 7a). These results are akin to field observations of
reduced channel migration and sinuosity within the backwater zone of the Mississippi River [Hudson and
Kessel, 2000; Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012]. As the experimental delta grew larger, the avulsion sites
translated seaward with the final set of avulsions occurring ~1.2m downstream of the imposed change in
confinement in our tank (Figure 7a), and we found that the avulsion lengths from this time onward
(>66 h) scaled with the backwater length (Figure 7c) [Ganti et al., 2016] similar to field observations
[Jerolmack and Swenson, 2007; Jerolmack, 2009; Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti et al., 2014].

Figure 7. (a) Photograph of the experimental delta overlain with avulsion sites and shorelines through time. The avulsion
sites and shorelines are graded fromwhite to black in time. (b) Radially averaged distance of the shoreline (R) from the fixed
reference frame of change of confinement in the experimental facility, which shows that the delta growth was well
characterized by a functional form of square root of experimental runtime. The error bars denote the standard deviation of
R resulting from spatial averaging of the shoreline location at a given instant of time. (c) Plot showing the temporal
evolution of the ratio of the avulsion length (LA) to the backwater length (Lb) where the avulsion length remained
approximately constant after the delta reached an average size of 0.5Lb (data replotted from Ganti et al. [2016]). (d) Plot
showing the temporal evolution of the measured avulsion timescale (Tma) in the experiment.
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Themeasured avulsion timescale describes thepace of the observed avulsion cycles in our experiment. The avul-
sion timescale (Tma) in our experiment (Figure 7d) was variable with a mean and standard error of 3.45± 0.55 h.
On average, the avulsions were more frequent during the early phase of delta growth (2.33± 0.54 h for experi-
mental runtime less than 66h) because the progradation rates were higher and consequently the aggradation
rates were higher when compared to the later stage of delta growth (5.86± 1h for experimental runtime greater
than 66h). The higher progradation rates during the early phase of delta growth are evident from the temporal
evolution of the radial distance of shoreline from the fixed location of the change in confinement in the experi-
mental facility (Figure 7b).

In the subsequent sections, we quantify the avulsion cycles considering the setup, trigger, path selection, and
channel abandonment phases. Unless noted otherwise, all further analysis in this manuscript is focused on
the backwater-controlled avulsions, i.e., avulsions that occurred at t> 66 h when the avulsion length was
found to be approximately constant (Figure 7c), which constitutes 12 cycles. We present the ensemble

Figure 8. Photo sequence of an avulsion cycle in our experiment where the channel banks and the shoreline are indicated by dashed gray and white lines,
respectively. (a–c) The initial phase of an avulsion setup where the parent channel resulted in progradation of the delta front, which resulted in aggradation
within the channel. (d–f) After the channel was setup for an avulsion, a trigger event caused levee breach at the avulsion site, which was accompanied by flow path
selection of the daughter channel. (g–i) The input water discharge was partitioned between the parent and daughter channels, and the flow through the parent
channel progressively decreased resulting in the abandonment of the parent channel. The scale of the pictures is denoted in the lower right corner of Figure 8f.
Figures 8d–8f are reproduced from Ganti et al. [2016].
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statistics of avulsion cycles across
all the backwater-controlled avul-
sions. In addition, we present
detailed measurements and results
for one avulsion cycle (Figure 8),
which is representative of the avul-
sions observed for t> 66 h.

3.3. Avulsion Setup

Figure 9 shows the normalized
channel-filling metric for the
avulsion cycle example shown in
Figure 8, which occurred at
t= 95.91 h. Computation of the in-
channel sedimentation within each
flow event (Figure 9) reveals that
during low flow, the spatial decel-
eration of the flow resulted in
deposition in the upstream part of
the backwater zone. In contrast,
during high flows, incision origi-
nated near the shoreline and pro-
pagated upstream such that the
net effect of multiple cycles of high
and low flows was a peak in
in-channel deposition at ~ 0.5Lb.
These results are similar to the
avulsion cycle that occurred at
t= 125.33 h which was introduced
in Ganti et al. [2016].

Figure 10a shows a comparisonof the channel cross sections at the avulsion site for the avulsion cycle shown in
Figure 8where the in-channel deposition that preceded an avulsion is evident. Figure 10b shows the temporal
evolution of the channel bed elevation at this avulsion site.We found that the channel bed elevation increased
at the avulsion site, while the channel width and levee elevations were relatively constant through time
(Figure 10b). The temporal evolution of the normalized channel-filling metric (h*) indicates that the avulsion
occurred when the in-channel sedimentation reached ~0.42hc (Figure 10c). Figure 10d shows the probability
density function of the normalized channel-filling metric for the backwater-controlled avulsions during the
experiment (t> 66 h; Figure 7c), which indicates that this value was variable across the observed backwater-
controlled avulsions with a mean, mode, and standard deviation of 0.3, 0.24, and 0.13, respectively.

3.4. Avulsion Trigger

Of the 12 backwater-controlled avulsions, 9 avulsions (75%) occurred during high-flow events, and 3
occurred during low-flow events. This trend was similar across all the observed avulsions in our experiment.
Of the 41 total avulsions, 32 avulsions (78%) occurred during high-flow events and 9 occurred during low-
flow events (Table 1). We interpret this trend to reflect the higher propensity for high-flow discharge to initi-
ate overbank flows, which increases the likelihood of triggering an avulsion [e.g., Edmonds et al., 2009].
Figure 10a shows the channel cross section at the avulsion site before (black line) and after (red line) the avul-
sion event for the avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8. During the avulsion trigger event (high flow) the overbank
flooding at the avulsion location resulted in a levee breach and formation of a new channel (Figures 8d–8f
and 10a). Although overbank flows occurred during the experiment at locations other than the avulsion site,
not all these overbank flows resulted in avulsions. For example, the crevasse splays shown in Figure 8
occurred near the location where the experimental alluvial river exited from the narrow section in the
experimental facility; however, these splays were active only during the high flows and did not capture flow
during the low-flow events.

Figure 9. Plot showing the cumulative normalized channel-filling metric
during the avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8 as a function of the streamwise
distance upstream of the shoreline normalized by the backwater length
(Lb = 2.87m; Table 1). The red and blue lines denote the amount of normal-
ized in-channel sedimentation during each high- and low-flow events,
respectively, with the shaded region indicating the standard error that
resulted from averaging across multiple flow events during the avulsion
setup process. The green line is the cumulative in-channel sedimentation
that occurred during the avulsion setup process (Figure 2), which shows that
the in-channel sedimentation peaked within the backwater zone at the
location coincident with the avulsion site. The distance upstream of the
shoreline was measured from the shoreline at the time of the avulsion, and
the gray shaded region shows the zone of progradation where vertical
measurements of bed elevation change were not made.
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Following previous work [e.g., Mohrig et al., 2000], we hypothesize that a given location has to be setup
through channel bed deposition, prior to a trigger event, to cause an avulsion at that location. Figure 11a
shows a comparison of the channel cross sections at the splay location during the avulsion cycle shown in
Figure 8, and the temporal evolution of the channel bed elevation, channel width, and levee elevations is
shown in Figure 11b. Results indicate that channel thalweg was subject to both erosion and deposition at
the splay location during this avulsion cycle. Moreover, we found that the channel-filling metric (h*) at the
splay location and at the time of the avulsion (time= 0 on Figure 11c) was less than the channel-filling metric
at the avulsion site at the same time (Figure 11c). The temporal evolution of the normalized channel-filling
metric indicates that h* at the splay location was never greater than h* at the avulsion site during the setup
process (Figure 11c). To test if this trend holds across all the backwater-controlled avulsions, we computed
the normalized channel-filling metric at the location where the experimental river exits the narrow section
in our experimental facility, which was the location where splays occurred frequently. Comparison of the nor-
malized channel-filling metric at the time of avulsion for all the backwater avulsion and splay locations
reveals that the in-channel sedimentation at the splay location was less than that at the avulsion location
(Figures 9 and 11d). These observations suggest that the antecedent process of avulsion setup is crucial
for overbank flows to produce an avulsion.

3.5. Flow Path Selection of the Daughter Channel

The diversion of flow from the parent channel was accompanied by selection of a new flow path on the delta
top. We quantified the flow path selection of the daughter channels by measuring the linear distance
between the avulsion site and all points along the shoreline. Figure 12a shows the probability density

Figure 10. (a) Comparison of the channel cross section at the avulsion site for the avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8. The gray, black, and red lines indicate the channel
cross section at the beginning of the avulsion cycle (Figure 8a), at the time of avulsion (Figure 8d), and just after the avulsion occurred (Figure 8f), respectively.
(b) Temporal evolution of the channel bed elevation, levee elevation (vertical axis on the left), and channel width (vertical axis on the right) during the avulsion cycle
indicates the deposition occurred at the avulsion site through the avulsion cycle. The red and blue markers indicate bed elevation, levee elevation, and channel
widths at the end of high- and low-flow events, respectively. (c) Temporal evolution of the normalized channel-filling metric reveals that the critical value of h* for the
avulsion to occur in this case was 0.42. (d) Probability density function of h* for all the backwater-controlled avulsions that occurred at t> 66 h. The edges of the blue
box indicates the 25th and 75th percentiles of h*, and the edges of the whiskers indicate 9th and 91st percentiles.
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function of all the possible flow paths from the avulsion site to the shoreline for the avulsion cycle shown in
Figure 8. We measured the linear distance between the avulsion site to the river mouths of both the parent
and daughter channels, which we term “old path length” and “new path length,” respectively. For the
avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8, we found that the old path length was one of the longest possible paths
(90th percentile), whereas the new path length was one of the shortest possible paths (20th percentile) to
the shoreline (Figure 12a). To test if this difference is statistically significant for all avulsions, we computed
the probability density function of all possible flow paths at the time of each avulsion and then computed
the percentile values of the new path length and old path length (Figure 12b). We find that the new path
length was consistently one of the shortest paths to the shoreline from the avulsion site (median across avul-
sions was 25th percentile), and the old path length was one of the longest possible paths to the shoreline
from the avulsion site (median across avulsions was 75th percentile).

We compared the new path length to the median of all the possible path lengths, both normalized by the old
path length, which is shown in Figure 12c. Results show that the new path length was consistently shorter
than the old path length, which is evidenced by the data plotting in the region with abscissae less than 1 with
the exception of three points (Figure 12c). Further, themedian of all path lengths, which is the 50th percentile
of all possible path lengths, is consistently less than the old path length, which is evidenced by the data plot-
ting in the region with ordinate values less than 1 with the exception of five data points (Figure 12c).
Moreover, this trend holds for both the backwater-controlled avulsions and the bed slope-mediated
avulsions that occurred early during the experiment, i.e., t< 66 h.

Finally, Figure 12d shows a plan view of the pairs of parent (solid lines) and daughter channel paths (dashed
lines) for all the avulsions. Visual inspection reveals that the channel flow paths cover the whole deltaic plain

Figure 11. (a) Comparison of the cross-sectional topography at the location of crevasse splays for the avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8. (b) Temporal evolution of the
channel bed elevation, levee elevation (vertical axis on the left), and channel width (vertical axis on the right) at the location of crevasse splay indicates that thalweg
erosion and deposition occurred through the avulsion cycle. (c) Temporal evolution of h* indicates that this value is never greater than the h* value at the avulsion
site during the avulsion setup process. The dashed line in this plot is reproduced from Figure 10c. (d) Comparison of the normalized channel-filling metric at the time
of an avulsion for both the avulsion site and the splay location across all the backwater-controlled avulsions. The black lines indicate standard deviation of h*.
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with no preferential clustering of channel paths. Because the delta top was always channelized at some point
during the experimental run, there was reoccupation of flow paths from previous avulsion cycles; however,
our data do not show preferential clustering of channels on the delta top, which may be a result of the lack
of floodplain aggradation and sediment cohesion in our experiment.

3.6. Abandonment of the Parent Channel

The channelization of flow into the daughter channel was accompanied by abandonment of the parent
channel in our experiments. In most cases, the parent channel abandonment was abrupt and occurred within
the same or the subsequent flow event in which the avulsion occurred. This did not allow for quantification of
the mechanics of channel abandonment for all the avulsions because data of bed evolution were collected at
the end of each flow event. The avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8 was one of the few avulsions where the par-
ent channel was active for ~2 h after the avulsion occurred, which was approximately 15% of the time before
the next avulsion occurred. We quantified the mechanics leading to the abandonment of the parent channel
in this case by measuring both the flow partitioning between the parent and daughter channel and also the
bed elevation evolution of the parent channel after the avulsion occurred.

We computed the water surface velocities along the parent channel upstream and downstream of the
avulsion site using the overhead dye videos. We then computed the cross-sectional area along the thalweg

Figure 12. (a) Probability density of all possible flow paths from the avulsion site to the shoreline indicated in Figure 8e. The new path length and old path length
were the 20th and 90th percentiles of all possible flow path lengths to the shoreline. (b) Box and whisker plot showing the percentile values of the old and new
path lengths for all avulsions during the experiment. (c) Plot comparing the median of all possible path lengths to the new path length where both these quantities
were normalized by the old path length. Backwater-controlled (t< 66 h) and bed slope-mediated avulsions (t> 66 h) are indicated by red and gray markers,
respectively. The shaded green and pink areas demarcate the phase space where the new path length is shorter than old path length and the median of all possible
path lengths is shorter than old path length, respectively, and the shaded brown area indicates where both of the above conditions are satisfied. (d) Plan view
of the pairs of new path (dashed line) and old path (solid line) for all the avulsions during the experiment qualitatively indicates that channelization occurred across
the whole deltaic plain.
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of the parent channel from the 3-D
bed scans thatwere collected at the
endof eachflowevent. Theproduct
of the computed cross-sectional
area and the water surface velocity
at a given location yielded an esti-
mate of the water discharge
through the parent channel; how-
ever, we note that this an overesti-
mate of the actual water discharge
because the water surface velocity
is higher than the depth-averaged
flow velocity. To quantify the flow
partitioning between the parent
and the daughter channel, we
averagedtheestimatesofwaterdis-
charges upstreamanddownstream
of the avulsion site along the thal-
weg of the parent channel.We then
computed the ratio of the water
discharge downstream of the avul-
sion site along the parent channel
(Qw,parent) to that of the estimated
water discharge upstream of the
avulsion site (Qw,total; Figure 8g).
Because the water discharge from
upstreamof the avulsion site is con-

served between the parent and the daughter channels, this procedure yielded an estimate of the temporal
evolution of the flow partitioning between the parent and the daughter channel. Results indicate that the
daughter channel progressively capturedmore flow from upstream until there was nomore flow into the par-
ent channel, which resulted in a decline in the proportion of the total flow through the parent channel
(Figures 13a and 8g–8i).

Figure 13b shows the temporal evolution of the cross-section-averaged bed elevation along the parent chan-
nel, which was computed using equation (2). The channel bed elevation increased downstream of the avul-
sion site suggesting that the decrease in flow through the parent channel (Figure 13a) was accompanied by
deposition within the parent channel. For this avulsion cycle, the in-channel sedimentation downstream of
the avulsion site was particularly pronounced from 1.1 to 1.7 h after the avulsion occurred (Figure 13b).
The spatial decrease in water discharge through the parent channel led to a decrease in sediment transport
capacity, which caused deposition within the parent channel downstream of the avulsion site. It is likely that
in other avulsions the daughter channel captured majority of the incoming water discharge more rapidly,
which led to more abrupt abandonment of the parent channel. Importantly, despite the timescale of
abandonment being relatively long for the avulsion cycle in Figures 8 and 13, the parent channel was only
filled with sediment in the region immediately downstream of the avulsion site, and the remnant of the
parent channel bed is evident in the lowermost portions even after channel abandonment (Figure 13).

3.7. Experimental Stratigraphy

To assess how the avulsion cycle is recorded in the sedimentary strata, we constructed the synthetic stratigra-
phy using time series of topographic data in our experiment. Avulsions are often inferred in the stratigraphic
record as processes that lead to the formation of discrete lenses of sandstone inferred to be channel belts
that were abandoned by avulsions. In this interpretation, the internal stratigraphy of the channel body
may contain information about the in-channel sedimentation that led to setup prior to an avulsion. For
example, Mohrig et al. [2000] inferred that channel bodies composed of multiple stories suggest an avulsion
setup in which in-channel deposition is onefold to threefold the channel depth. Here we evaluate these ideas

Figure 13. (a) Plot showing the temporal evolution of the ratio of the water
discharge through the parent channel to the water discharge upstream of
the avulsion site (section 3.6; Figure 8g). (b) Topographic evolution of the
cross-section-averaged bed elevation along the parent channel for the
avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8, which highlights the deposition within the
parent channel immediately downstream of the avulsion site. Different
colors indicate bed profiles at different times since the avulsion occurred.
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using synthetic stratigraphy. Figure 14 shows the strike-oriented, synthetic stratigraphic sections at four
locations along the delta top, which were 10 cm (transect A-A′; 0.035Lb), 90 cm (transect B-B′; 0.31Lb),
110 cm (transect C-C′; 0.38Lb), and 180 cm (transect D-D′; 0.63Lb) downstream of the change in confinement
in the experimental facility (Figure 8c). Transect A-A′ coincided with the axial plane of avulsions during the
early phase of delta growth, transects B-B′ and C-C′ coincided with the axial plane of avulsions during the later
stage of delta growth, and transect D-D′ was downstream of the avulsion sites (Figures 7a and 8c). Each line
represents a preserved erosional surface, color coded in stratigraphic order (or time), which are inferred to
separate distinct sedimentary beds in between.

Transect A-A′ represents the location where the river exits the narrow section in the experimental facility,
and consequently the channel was located along the centerline of the flume at all times during the del-
taic evolution (Figure 14a). The synthetic stratigraphy at this location shows beds bounded by erosional
surfaces within the channel body that resulted from depositional and erosional events during low- and
high-flow events, respectively. Results also show that channelized deposits were stacked within a deeper
valley, which resulted—on independent evidence from surface evolution observations—from erosion
induced from river shortening due to an avulsion. Stratigraphy on the flanks of the main channel was cre-
ated through channelization during early phase of the experiment, and crevasse splays during the later
stage of the deltaic evolution when a channel did not visit these locations. The primary component of
flow directions for splays was parallel to the stratigraphic section A-A′. Synthetic stratigraphy at transects
B-B′ and C-C′ show stacked channel bodies across the whole stratigraphic section because these locations
were channelized at some point during the deltaic evolution, and the primary component of flow direc-
tion was perpendicular or oblique to the stratigraphic sections (Figures 14b and 14c). The reoccupation of

Figure 14. Strike-oriented synthetic stratigraphy constructed from elevation time series at four locations along the
delta surface (see Figure 8c). (a–d) The four transects were perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the flume and were
10 cm, 90 cm, 110 cm, and 180 cm downstream of the imposed change in confinement of the experimental facility. The
erosional boundaries are color coded from green to black, with the erosional boundaries in green being stratigraphically
oldest and the erosional boundaries in black being stratigraphically youngest.
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previously channelized locations at these transects resulted in the formation of the superimposed, incised
channel bodies. Lateral migration of the channel may result in each story of the incised channel body to
comprise bar accretion surfaces; however, the temporal resolution of the topographic scans (one scan at
the end of each flow event) did not allow us to resolve these surfaces in the synthetic stratigraphy.
Because our experiment did not contain subsidence and floodplain depositional processes, the channel
bodies were not separated in their spatial extent. These channel bodies are separated by overbank mud-
stone in some natural examples [e.g., Mohrig et al., 2000]. At transect D-D′ (Figure 14d), the majority of
the stratigraphy was dominated by the submarine, clinoform strata and the density of stacked channel-
bodies is reduced when compared to synthetic stratigraphy at transects B-B′ and C-C′ (Figures 14b and 14c).

Visual inspection of the synthetic stratigraphy reveals that the density of multistory channel bodies is high
around the avulsion sites with these features spanning the whole cross section at transects B-B′ and C-C′
(Figure 14). This could be a direct result of avulsing channels reoccupying old channel paths [e.g.,Mohrig et al.,
2000;ChamberlinandHajek, 2015], although inour experimentall the locations alongeach transectwerechanne-
lizedbecauseof the lack offine-sediment depositionon thefloodplain.Wequantified thedownstreamchange in
stratigraphic architectureby computing thebed thicknesses fromthe synthetic stratigraphy,whichweredefined
as the thicknessof thedepositpreservedbetweentwosuccessiveerosionalboundaries (Figure14).Wecomputed
bedthicknesses fromtheportionof the stratigraphic section thatwasalways apartof thedelta top, i.e.,wedidnot
measure the thickness of the beds within the clinoform strata.

Figure 15a shows the statistics of bed thickness normalized by the normal-flow depth of the low flow
(Table 1) as a function of distance from the change in confinement in the experimental facility normalized
by the backwater length. Results indicate that the mean and median of the normalized bed thickness show
a general increase as wemove downstream from the change in confinement in our experimental facility. This
trend holds until a distance of ~0.52Lb (150 cm) beyond which there is a decrease in the mean and median of
the normalized bed thickness. The highest values in the normalized bed thickness approximately coincide
with the locations where avulsion density was high (Figures 15a and 15b). Our results indicate that the
amount of in-channel sedimentation required for avulsions (Figure 10d) was approximately equal to the
mean normalized bed thickness (Figure 15a). Moreover, our results indicate that the amount of in-channel
sedimentation is likely to peak at the avulsion sites, and this value may be underestimated when measured
away from the avulsion sites.

In our experiment, the aggradation on the delta topset was a result of progradation of the delta front [e.g.,
Paola, 2000] because there was no externally imposed subsidence or base-level rise. Figure 7b shows that
the progradation rate decreased with experimental runtime, and this should be accompanied by decrease
in aggradation rates, which will reduce the preservation potential of surface dynamics in the stratigraphic
record. The thickness of the deposits shown in Figures 14b and 14c shows a qualitative decrease as we move
stratigraphically up. This observation was quantified by comparing the statistics of normalized bed thickness
for different time intervals (t< 66 h and t> 66 h) for the stratigraphic sections at transects B-B′ and C-C′.
Figure 15c shows that the mean normalized bed thickness was slightly lower for stratigraphically younger
deposits (t> 66 h) when compared to the stratigraphically older deposits (t< 66 h), which is likely a result
of reduced progradation rates and consequently reduced aggradation rates.

4. Discussion
4.1. The Avulsion Cycle on Backwater-Controlled Deltas

Our experimental results indicate some differences for backwater-influenced deltas in the mechanics lead-
ing to a lobe-scale avulsion as compared to recent theory (Figure 16) [e.g., Edmonds et al., 2009; Hoyal and
Sheets, 2009]. Our results indicate that the in-channel sedimentation peaks within the backwater zone
resulting in a preferential location for the avulsion to occur (Figure 16b). Although our study cannot
unequivocally discard the possibility that backwater-controlled avulsions may occur under steady dis-
charge conditions, our results confirm theory and numerical modeling [Chatanantavet et al., 2012], which
show that this preferential avulsion node emerges when the alluvial river is in a state of perpetual mor-
phodynamic disequilibrium within the backwater zone owing to flood discharge variability. The
mechanics of backwater-controlled avulsion setup are in contrast to the experiments on cohesive deltas
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by Hoyal and Sheets [2009], where
mouth bar deposition near the
shoreline led to an upstream
migrating flow disturbance, which
resulted in backfilling of the chan-
nel (Figures 1 and 16) [e.g.,
Edmonds et al., 2009]. This backfill-
ing, in turn, led to increased over-
bank flows, rapid bed and levee
aggradation, and superelevation
of the channel above its surround-
ing floodplains that rendered the
channel unstable and poised for
an avulsion [Hoyal and Sheets,
2009]. The in-channel backfilling
during an avulsion cycle was also
observed in physical experiments
on fan and fan-delta evolution
[e.g., van Dijk et al., 2009; Reitz
and Jerolmack, 2012; Hamilton
et al., 2013]. The similarity of our
findings and those of Hoyal and
Sheets [2009] [and also van Dijk
et al., 2009; Reitz and Jerolmack,
2012; Hamilton et al., 2013] lies in
the fact that both our mechanisms
for driving avulsions are funda-
mentally controlled by the down-
stream boundary condition, which
is in contrast to topographically
controlled avulsions on fans and
fan-deltas [Ganti et al., 2014]. It is
likely that the “morphodynamic
backwater effects” of Hoyal and
Sheets [2009] (note that this is dif-
ferent from the classical use of
the term “backwater” resulting
from nonuniform flow hydrody-
namics), which resulted from
cohesive sediment, and the back-
water hydrodynamics presented
in this manuscript both may be at
play in natural systems. However,
our results suggest that the
upstream migrating wave of
deposition is unlikely to persist in
natural, low-gradient deltaic sys-
tems with persistent backwater
hydrodynamics because erosion
preferentially occurs within the
downstream portion of the back-
water zone during high flood
discharges. Instead, lobe-scale
avulsions appear to be setup by a

Figure 15. Plots showing the computed statistics of bed thicknesses normal-
ized by the normal-flow depth of the low flow. (a) The mean and the median
of the normalized bed thickness increased with downstream distance from
the change in confinement until a distance of 0.52Lb (150 cm) and then
decreased with downstream distance. (b) Density of avulsion sites as a
function of downstream distance from the change in confinement in our
experimental facility normalized by Lb = 2.87m. (c) Comparison of the
normalized bed thickness statistics for stratigraphically older (t< 66 h) and
younger (t> 66 h) deposits reveals that the preservation potential of the
surface dynamics in the stratigraphy was slightly higher early in the
experiment because of relatively high aggradation rates when compared to
the later stage of the experiment. The shaded region in both the panels
shows the mean (black line) and standard deviation (dashed gray line) of h*

(Figure 10d).
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downstream migrating wave of deposition during low flood discharges, which is modulated by upstream
migrating wave of incision that initiates at the shoreline during high flood discharges (Figure 16b), result-
ing in a hump of in-channel sedimentation rather than an upstream migrating wave [Chatanantavet et al.,
2012; Ganti et al., 2016]. This notwithstanding, smaller-scale avulsions do occur within the delta lobe com-
plex, which are commonly referred to as intradelta avulsions [Coleman and Gagliano, 1964; Edmonds et al.,
2009; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009]. These avulsions may be influenced by flow disturbances and the morphody-
namic backwater effects arising from mouth bar deposition and stagnation as suggested by Hoyal and
Sheets [2009] and Edmonds et al. [2009].

The critical in-channel sedimentation required for the occurrence of avulsions was ~0.3hc in our experi-
ments (Figure 10d), and the in-channel sedimentation peaks within the backwater zone during an avulsion
cycle [Ganti et al., 2016]. This value measured from our experiment is less than those observed previously
from stratigraphic observations [Mohrig et al., 2000] and scaling results from experimental and field data
[Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007], which tend to have an average value near unity. Previous workers have
shown that the in-channel sedimentation thickness (equation (1)), when combined with an estimate of
net aggradation rate and channel depth, provides a good approximation of the mean avulsion timescale
over multiple avulsion cycles (i.e., Tma~ h*hc/νA) [Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007] with evidence for positive
correlation between avulsion frequency and net aggradation rate from both experimental [Bryant et al.,
1995; Ashworth et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2009] and field studies [Törnqvist, 1994; Stouthamer and
Berendsen, 2001; Jain and Sinha, 2003]. Thus, all else equal, our experiments indicate more frequent
avulsions than in other studies, which might be due to variable flow discharges in our experiments [e.g.,
Edmonds et al., 2009; Ganti et al., 2014]. To test this idea, we compared our experimental results (h*= 0.3

Figure 16. Schematic summary of the key differences between the existing theory ((a) morphodynamic backwater) for
avulsion cycles and the backwater-controlled avulsion cycles. The first and the second columns of the figure represent
the schematic long profile of the river and the channel cross section at the avulsion site, respectively. (a) The morphody-
namic backwater results in an upstreammigrating wave of aggradation and in-channel backfilling that initiates near the
shoreline as a result of mouth bar stagnation. The channel bed and the levees aggrade at the avulsion site resulting in
superelevationof the leveesabove the surroundingfloodplain,which triggersanavulsion. (b)Backwater-controlledavulsions
are setup by enhanced in-channel sedimentationwithin the upstreamportion of the backwater zone, which results from the
preferential erosion caused by the floods in the downstream portion of the backwater zone. This enhanced in-channel
sedimentation results in an avulsion setup, which is maximum at a characteristic distance upstream of the shoreline and is
higher than channel aggradation elsewhere along the channel bed. The channel bed aggrades at the avulsion site; however,
levees do not aggrade significantly because the variable flows within the backwater zone are accommodated by changing
water surface slope with little changes in water stage height that may result in overbank deposition.
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and coefficient of variation of stage height = 0.22, which is computed as the ratio of the standard deviation
to the mean) with the compilation of dimensionless avulsion timescale across fans and deltas from Ganti
et al. [2014]. This comparison suggests that the water stage height variability may indeed play an important
secondary role in setting the timescale of avulsions [Ganti et al., 2014, Figure 3d] with avulsions happening
more frequently than expected by channel-filling theory in stormier environments, i.e., systems that have
high flood discharge variability.

Further, the avulsion trigger in our experiment was predominantly the short timescale, high discharge floods
(Table 1), which resulted in overbank flooding and levee breaches. This observation is consistent with pre-
vious work that highlighted that avulsions (on deltas or otherwise) are triggered during high flood discharges
[e.g.,Mosley, 1975; Brizga and Finlayson, 1990; Slingerland and Smith, 1998;Mohrig et al., 2000; Edmonds et al.,
2009; Reitz et al., 2010]. Importantly, in-channel sedimentation, as opposed to building of levees above the
surrounding floodplain, was the primary process of avulsion setup in our experiments (Figure 16).
Sediment was in intermittent suspension in our experiment (Table 1), which led to marginal overbank
deposition and development of levees. Overbank flows in the lower part of the backwater zone were limited,
which is expected because changes in water surface elevation are muted within the backwater zone such
that high flood discharges are accommodated by steepening water surface slopes rather than through
increased stage height [Lamb et al., 2012; Nittrouer et al., 2012]. The lack of cohesive sediment and vegetation
might also have limited the importance of levees in our experiment.

In our experiment, flow paths of the daughter channel were consistently one of the shortest paths to the
shoreline, and we did not observe significant preferential clustering of channel paths over multiple avulsion
cycles (Figure 12). This is likely a result of the lack of fine sediment and floodplain aggradation in our
experiment. Previous workers have argued that channel reoccupation occurs because noncohesive channel
sediments are readily erodible when compared to muddy floodplains [Aslan et al., 2005]. Further, recent
experimental and numerical models suggest that the tendency of channels to reoccupy their former paths
is determined by the competition between channel reactivation by reoccupation (determined by avulsion
frequency) and abandoned-channel annealing by floodplain deposition of fine sediment [Reitz et al., 2010].
Although the lack of grain size variation may have direct implications for the absence of channel clustering
in our experiment, Reitz et al. [2010] noted that the presence of mud in lowland deltas may result in fast
annealing of abandoned channels and thus less persistent channel networks across the deltaic plain, similar
to our experimental results. Moreover, channel abandonment in our experiment occurred through sediment
deposition within the parent channel immediately downstream of the avulsion site (Figure 13), which may
likely reduce preferential reoccupation of the previous flow paths despite the downstream portions of the
parent channels being unfilled by sediment.

Abandonment of the parent channel was abrupt in most of the avulsion cycles in our experiment, and this
was consistent across both the bed slope-mediated (early phase of delta growth) and backwater-controlled
avulsions (later phase of delta growth). Previous workers have studied the stability of channel bifurcations in
deltaic systems [Kleinhans et al., 2011; Edmonds, 2012]. In particular, Edmonds [2012] described the stability of
backwater-influenced river bifurcations in the context of Mississippi-Atchafalaya system. Edmonds [2012]
noted that the Mississippi River captures flow from the Atchafalaya during low flood discharges because of
steeper water surface slope at the bifurcation node and vice versa at high flows, thus leading to the enhanced
stability of the bifurcation. This mechanism for enhanced stability of bifurcations did not appear to occur in
our experiments, perhaps due to smaller differences in the relative channel lengths in our experiment as
compared to the Mississippi River. For example, the Mississippi River downstream of the Atchafalaya bifurca-
tion is twice as long as the Atchafalaya River, whereas for the backwater-controlled avulsions in our experi-
ment, the ratio of the length of the daughter and parent channel was typically greater than 0.5 (red points in
Figure 12c). However, for the avulsion cycle shown in Figure 8, the ratio of the path length of daughter chan-
nel to parent channel was ~0.6 and the parent channel abandonment was more gradual in this example. The
timescale of abandonment of the parent channel for this avulsion cycle (~0.15Tma) is consistent with the
numerical predictions of Edmonds [2012], where the prediction of the timescale of abandonment of
Mississippi River (parent channel) was ~300 years (~0.24Tma).

Tides are another important natural phenomenon that is not modeled in our experiments and can poten-
tially affect the hydrodynamics within the backwater reach [e.g., Hoitink and Jay, 2016] even under
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microtidal conditions [e.g., Leonardi et al., 2015]. The backwater length scaling of delta lobe size across a
wide variety of deltaic environments [Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti et al.,
2014, 2016] suggests that the tidal influence on avulsion location may be secondary to river floods owing
to the short timescales of morphodynamic adjustment induced by tides when compared to the avulsion
timescales on many low-gradient deltas. For example, the duration of tides may be short enough when
compared to timescales of floods such that a typical M1 and M2 flood event may comprise several tidal
cycles. Tidal influence, however, may be significant in filling abandoned channels, which affects the chan-
nel reoccupation and abandonment dynamics over long timescales.

4.2. Implications for Hazard and Delta Management

Our results provide a mechanistic underpinning for the observed correlation between avulsion length and
the backwater length on low-gradient deltas [Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Jerolmack, 2009; Chatanantavet
et al., 2012; Ganti et al., 2014], thus providing an expectation for the most likely location of lobe-scale avul-
sions on river deltas. Importantly, in-channel deposition peaks within the upstream portion of the backwater
zone during an avulsion cycle (Figure 16b). Thus, field monitoring of the channel bed elevation within the
upstream portion of the backwater zone of coastal rivers may give insight into the most likely location for
future avulsions and may be used for prospective early-warning signals for impending avulsions. Further,
we find that flow path selection on river deltas may be less predictable than previously thought [Reitz
et al., 2010], highlighting the hazard associated with avulsions for communities living on deltas worldwide.

Backwater-mediated avulsion sites on river deltas can spatially move upstream or downstream with
changing boundary conditions. For example, given relatively constant backwater length, avulsion sites
may translate upstream during relative sea level rise and vice versa. Changes in hydrologic regime of deltas
influenced by anthropogenic interference or climate should change the length scale over which backwater
and drawdown effects manifest, thus influencing the likely location of avulsions on river deltas. In addition,
avulsions might occur more frequently in locations where the climate shifts toward more extreme events
[e.g., Donat et al., 2016]. Finally, quantitative knowledge of avulsion location and timescale should be helpful
for mitigating hazards associated with land loss through engineering strategies [e.g., Kim et al., 2009].

4.3. Implications for Interpreting Avulsions in the Rock Record

Our results indicate that channel-fill thickness estimated from synthetic stratigraphy (Figure 15) does recover,
on average, the critical in-channel sedimentation required for avulsions to occur in our experiment. This con-
firms the use of depositional patterns at outcrop scale to decipher avulsion thresholds [Mohrig et al., 2000].
Importantly, we found that in-channel sedimentation peaks within the backwater zone at the avulsion site
(Figure 9), and in-channel sedimentation is lower than this value everywhere else within the backwater zone
[Chatanantavet et al., 2012; Ganti et al., 2016]. At the outcrop scale, this observation indicates that the in-
channel sedimentation should be measured over long distances in the paleo-flow direction to infer the peak
value and the possible location of ancient avulsion sites (Figure 15). For example, avulsion setup thresholds
are likely underestimated if measurements are made away from the paleo-avulsion site. Additionally, pre-
vious workers have interpreted channel-fill strata as a consequence of deposition during the waning phase
of channel abandonment [Mohrig et al., 2000; Slingerland and Smith, 2004]; however, our results indicate that
in-channel sedimentation is the driver of avulsions in backwater-controlled deltas—a result consistent with
the experimental observations of Hoyal and Sheets [2009]. Moreover, backwater-controlled avulsions can
occur with little change in levee superelevation height [cf. Mohrig et al., 2000] because the backwater zone
is characterized by little variations in water stage heights (Figures 10a and 16) [e.g., Lamb et al., 2012;
Nittrouer et al., 2012].

The density of channel-body clustering is high around the avulsion sites compared to the channel-body clus-
tering downstreamof avulsions (Figure 14). Although floodplain deposition of fine sedimentwas absent in our
experiment, these results indicate that the channel-body clusteringmay give insight into the location of paleo-
river avulsions in deltaic deposits [e.g., Jerolmack and Paola, 2007; Hajek et al., 2012]. Our experimental results
of avulsion length scaling with the backwater length (Figure 7c) also bolster the use of backwater length as a
paleohydraulic reconstruction tool [DiBiase et al., 2013] where the avulsion length, channel bed slope, and
characteristic flow depth are interrelated, i.e., LA ~ Lb = hc/S. Given estimates of characteristic flow depth and
paleo-slopes from outcrop observations [e.g., Paola and Mohrig, 1996; Petter, 2010; Lynds et al., 2014;
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Trampush et al., 2014], one can make a first-order prediction of the location of paleo-avulsions using the
estimated backwater length. Further, given observations of inferred avulsion sites within the rock record
[e.g., Mohrig et al., 2000; Chamberlin and Hajek, 2015], the backwater length scale can be used to infer
the location of paleo-shorelines.

5. Conclusions

We presented results from the first laboratory delta that grew through repeated cycles of lobe growth and
channel avulsion under the influence of persistent backwater hydrodynamics achieved through variable flood
discharges and subcritical flows. Our work demonstrates that backwater and drawdown hydrodynamics
significantly affect the patterns of erosion and deposition within the backwater reach and result in avulsion
sites that occur at a characteristic distance upstream of the shoreline, which scales with the backwater length.
Backwater-controlled avulsions are setup by in-channel deposition that peaks (h*=0.3 ± 0.13) within the
upstream portion of the backwater zone and is fundamentally a result of patterns of erosion and deposition
driven by multiple flood events of different discharge. We found that in-channel sedimentation as opposed
to levee superelevation was the first-order control on occurrence of backwater-controlled avulsions, with avul-
sions being triggered most of the time during high flood discharges (78% of avulsions) through overbank
flooding and levee breach. The new flow path was consistently one of the shortest paths to the shoreline with
no evidence for preferential reoccupation of the flow paths from previous avulsion cycles likely due to the
absence of fine sediment and floodplain depositional processes. Channel abandonment was rapid and
occurred through sedimentation within the parent channel immediately downstream of the avulsion sites
both prior to and following the avulsion. Experimental synthetic stratigraphy revealed that the bed thickness
measurements were highest around the avulsion sites and low elsewhere reflecting the depositional setup
processes of backwater-controlled avulsions. Altogether, this work gives new insight into understanding
future avulsions—including their timing, location, and path selection—on backwater-mediated deltas, as well
as reconstructing avulsion node and shoreline locations from ancient deltas based on backwater length
scaling relations.
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